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Abstract 

Raspberry Pi is a cheap mini-computer that officially runs on a Linux distribution Operating 

System (OS) such as Raspbian. It has many input and output mechanisms simulating a 

computer which make it useful replacement for a computer system. SimpleCV, an open 

source python-based image processing software and Telegram, a popular social application 

provide API that allow communication trough a device such as Raspberry Pi. Combining 

these two, an electronic attendance has been developed using open source basis, and the 

electronic attendance also provide enhancement of current system that is to record the person 

face and sending information through Telegram application. The methodology include 

gathering requirements on remaining system and test it on Linux which will discuss further. 

This project is serve as a prototype for enhancement of current Commersial Of The Shelf 

(COTS) electronic attendance that only record ID of the attendees. In the future, the 

electronic attendance can be enhanced with many features and should be make in-a-box for 

commercialization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Introduction 

The Raspberry Pi is a series of credit card–sized single-board computers developed in the 

United Kingdom by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the intention of promoting the 

teaching of basic computer science in schools and developing countries (Raspberry pi.org, 

2016). It was developed as the founder realized the lack of programming skills among the 

new students of his computer science college.  

The first version was released in April 2012 and as off January 2016, there have been 7 

versions of Raspberry Pi. The model used in this research is the Raspberry Pi B+ which was 

released in July 2014. 

 

 

Among Raspberry Pi’s notable features are its outstanding amount of inputs and outputs 

which allow user to do many great projects with this mini-computer. Besides its 4 USB ports, 

Figure 1: A Raspberry Pi model B+ 



it’s also equipped with Ethernet socket, HDMI port and 40 general purpose input/output 

(GPIO) pins. The full specifications of Raspberry Pi B+ can be accessed in appendix 1.   

The operating system that is used in this research is Raspbian which is the official operating 

system for Raspberry Pi. Raspbian is derived from Debian which is a Linux-based system. 

Just like other Linux-based system, many applications and software are available on the 

internet and can be downloaded for free. Linux allows freedom and flexibility for user to 

manipulate and access the system which is not so common with Windows or Mac operating 

system. Moreover, Raspbian also came pre-installed with Python 2.7 which is used along 

with SimpleCV software in this research.  

Simple CV 

SimpleCV is an open source framework for building computer vision applications. It is based 

on Python language and allows user to get access to several high-powered computer vision 

libraries such as OpenCV – without having to first learn about technical aspects like bit 

depths, file formats, colour spaces, buffer management, eigenvalues, or matrix versus bitmap 

storage. SimpleCV is available for Linux, Windows and also Mac which shows its great 

portability (Simplecv.org, 2015).  

In this research, SimpleCV is used as the image processing software by installing it onto the 

Rapsberry Pi memory. SimpleCV provides many built-in functions to process image such as 

subtraction method, face detection and regular scaling and sizing. 

Telegram client 

Telegram client for Linux is an open source software initially developed and still maintained 

by Vitaly Valtman also known as Vysheng in the Github community. This software differs 

from the official Telegram application distributed by Telegram Inc. in which it allows Linux 

the user to control the Telegram client from inside the command line while providing a lot of 

customisations (Github, 2016).  

Some of the built-in commands are as follow: 

•msg <peer> Text - sends message to this peer 

•fwd <user> <msg-seqno> - forward message to user. You can see message numbers starting 

client with -N 



•chat with peer <peer> starts one on one chat session with this peer. /exit or /quit to end this 

mode. 

•add contact <phone-number> <first-name> <last-name> - tries to add contact to contact-list 

by phone 

•rename contact <user> <first-name> <last-name> - tries to rename contact.  

•mark read <peer> - mark read all received messages with peer 

•delete msg <msg-seqno> - deletes message  

•restore msg <msg-seqno> - restores delete message. Impossible for secret chats. 

This software also allows further customisations via the Lua script which can be called upon 

when launching the software. Lua is powerful, fast, lightweight and embeddable scripting 

language (Lua.org, 2016). User can add special functions to the telegram client by exploiting 

Lua’s simplicity which saves beginners a lot of time. Among available methods in Lua 

language are string manipulation, standard input and output, file manipulation and create 

functions.    

Objectives  

1) To simulate an electronic attendance client in open source environment  

2) To process the image by using SimpleCV software installed on the Raspberry Pi. 

3) To use Telegram client to control and to send information from the Raspberry Pi. 

4) To develop a prototype for electronic attendance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Previous works 

1) SimpleCV 

SimpleCV has an image arithmetic function that enables user to add and subtract images. 

Manipulating this function would allow user to compare two different images. 

 

Figure 2:Subtracting the two images on top would produce the image at the bottom 

(Simplecv.org, 2014). 

   

2) Lua home automation 



Domoticz, an open-source home automation system modifies Lua script on Telegram to 

allow Raspberry Pi to connect the system and the user. In the forum, users have shown many 

modifications made to customize the Raspberry Pi’s reaction towards Telegram message.  

 

Figure 3: A Domoticsz's user shows how his Telegram set up would notify him when someone 

is at the door (Domoticz.com, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Methodology 

  Milestones Week 

1 

Week 

2 

Week 

3 

Week 

4 

Week 

5 

Week 

6 

Week 

7 Activities 

  Period 
30/11-

4/12 

7/12-

11/12 

14/12-

18/12 

21/12-

25/12 

28/12-

1/1 

4/1-

8/1 

11/1-

15/1 

1 Literature review               

  Raspberry Pi info               

  Applications               

  Comparison with other 

microprocessors  
              

2 Set-up Raspberry pi               

  Learn basic Linux               

  Linux file manipulation               

  Input and output of 

Raspberry Pi  
              

3 
Linux and python 

familiarisation  
              

  Python scripting                

  Basic SimpleCV               

  Create simple script               

4 

Exploring image 

processing for Raspberry 

Pi  

              

  Apply SimpleCV               

  Try PIL               

  Try other methods               

5 
Image capturing/motion 

detection algorithm  
              



  Set up camera module               

  Image detection script               

  Set up IP camera               

6 Application development                

  Explore Telegram               

  Edit Lua script               

  Add functions into Linux 
              

system  

7 Documentation                

  Rough idea                

  Main body               

  Add citation               

8 Presentation               

  Slides preparation               

  Demo                

Figure 4:Gannt chart showing project's progression. 

Research process. 

In this research, the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle has been applied to ensure the 

research run smoothly and any error could be handled appropriately.  



 

Figure 5:PDCA cycle flow (ASQ.org) 

Phase Task 

Plan Get requirements 

 Acknowledge limitations 

 Revise previous works 

Do Start scripting 

 Set-up camera/ image feed 

Check Test the script 

 Record any error 

 Compare results with requirements 

Act Analyse the error 

 Repair/add patch to the error 

Figure 6:PDCA cycle phases and its respective tasks. 

Image detection using Raspberry Pi 

The software used is SimpleCV with the algorithm recycled from an image detection script 

found on the web. There are many available scripts to be chosen from on the web, however, 

not all of them are suitable or relevant to this research. The script used in this research is a 

combination of few scripts to make it simpler while still retains its suitability for Nuclear 

Malaysia application. The script is a Python script to compare two images, calculate and 

PLAN 

DO 

CHECK 

ACT 



display their difference and to save the value in a file. Among the modules used are numpy 

and SimpleCV.    

First the required software must be downloaded with these commands: 

sudo apt-get install ipython python-opencv python-scipy python-numpy python-setuptools 

python-pip 

sudo pip install https://github.com/sightmachine/SimpleCV/zipball/master 

The first command is to install the required dependencies such as Python and its modules 

while the second command is to install SimpleCV into the Raspberry Pi. It must be noted that 

these instructions are Raspbian-specific, thus implementation into other platforms and 

systems must be done carefully. 

 

 

Image detection and difference percentage script. 

Then, python script can be written using nano software in Linux: 



 

Figure 7: Python script for image processing. 

After finished writing the script, the code can be run with the following command (the script 

is named ip.py in this example) : 

python misctest/photo/ip.py 

Controlling the Raspberry Pi with Telegram-cli 

Telegram-cli (telegram client) is first installed by this command which installed required 

files: 

sudo apt-get install libreadline-dev libconfig-dev libssl-dev lua5.2 liblua5.2-dev libevent-dev 

libjansson-dev libpython-dev make  

 

After finished downloading, the following command is run to install Telegram client into the 

system: 



./configure 

 make 

 

The command to run the Telegram client is as follows: 

cd tg 

bin/telegram-cli –k tg-server.pub –N -W 

Note that the “-“ sign followed by a letter like –W, -N and –k are additional options that 

determine how the client behaves. Further information on these options can be found on the 

Telegram manual. 

On first run, the Telegram client will ask for user’s phone number to set up the account: 

 

Figure 8: Telegram client interface on first run. 

After that, the client can be used normally. The figure below shows when a message is sent to 

a contact number: 

 

Figure 9: Telegram client display when message is sent. 

Telegram can be modified to response in a certain way according to the command given. This 

is achieved by using Lua files which can be read along when launching the Telegram client 

application. 

The command to run the Telegram client with Lua file (action.lua in this case) is as follows: 

cd tg 

bin/telegram-cli –k tg-server.pub –N –W –s action.lua 



The lua script can be edited to equip the Telegram client with the user’s intended 

functionality.  

Shown below is a part of the lua script that shows function that automatically send photo to 

sender when certain keyword is used. Note that the “--“ at the start of a line is a comment 

section. 

 

Figure 10: Part of Lua script to control the Telegram client. 

The full script can be viewed in appendix 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Results 



Image detection script: 

The Python script for images difference calculation is run as follows: 

python misctest/photo/ip.py 

The command produces output as follows: 

 

Figure 11: Shell output when ip.py is executed. 

Telegram client: 

The telegram client has been set to response based on certain keywords. The functions are 

displayed in table below: 

Keyword Function  

Photo Send first photo 

Photo2 Send second photo 

Photocomp  Run python script and show the difference percentage 

Send2group Send the difference percentage to IT group 

Update Update the Linux system of the Raspberry Pi 

Upgrade Upgrade the Linux system of the Raspberry Pi 

Reboot Reboot the Raspberry Pi 

Network Display the network configuration 

!!insert_any 

Linux_command 

It will execute the Linux command but no output will be 

displayed. 

Figure 12: New commands added to telegram client. 



 

Figure 13:Mobile phone Telegram application when communicating with the Raspberry Pi's 

Telegram client. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Discussion 

Python script 

The Python script used is proved to be good in comparing differences between two images. 

Although it is still far from mimicking the human’s logical ability such as determining similar 

location or object from images with difference dimension and lighting, this script is useful 

when used appropriately. Applying the script to images with similar setting in a static 

condition, such as in closed-circuit television (CCTV) application, would produce significant 

detection accuracy. Besides, the script could also be amended to suit the detection accuracy 

needed. 

The main weakness of this script is the time taken to produce the result. The script takes 

around 16 seconds to compare two 8 megapixel images which is not very suitable when a lot 

of users are asking for that information. The drawback is believed to have come from 

flattening or conversion-to-array step which may take a while as the picture’s resolution is 

high.  

It must also be noted that this python script does not take actual picture as it is supposed to. 

On the other hand, it just reads from a folder when the script is run as opposed to take a 

picture when the script is executed. If taking picture is also considered, the total time taken 

could increase since the image basic processing would have taken place.  

Telegram client 

The telegram client works as expected in Raspberry Pi. Sending message or image is a breeze 

using the software. The most significant part of the software is its flexibility and usage 

capability with the presence of Lua script. The Lua script used in this research allows the user 

to obtain images from the Raspberry Pi, images difference percentage and also the network 

information. Besides, functions like reboot, upgrade and update has also been added to 

increase remote-controllability over the Raspberry Pi. 

While most of the Telegram client’s basic function are quite straightforward, it’s the Lua 

script which requires more work since the Lua language offers many functions which work a 

bit differently than other language like Python. 

 

 



 

Future works 

The integration of Telegram and Raspberry Pi opens the door to a lot of possibilities. By 

manipulating the Python script and the Lua script, the Raspberry Pi could turn into a cheap 

but fully-capable automation system, suitable to be used at home or in workplace. In order to 

achieve that, several aspects have to be explored and studied in the future.  

First, email capability must be added to the Lua script. The email would allow message to be 

sent to user without telegram client which would increase its reasonability. Besides, Telegram 

could also be set to automatically launch when Raspberry Pi is switched on. This would make 

the Raspberry Pi contactable every time the Raspberry Pi is powered. This could be achieved 

by modifying the rc.local or the crontab file in /etc directory.    

 

Figure 14: rc.local file 



 

Figure 15: crontab file 

Moreover, the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins could be used to increase the 

Raspberry Pi’s functions. Sensors like temperature, motion detector, humidity and barometer 

are all connectable to the GPIO with the right set up. The official camera module for 

Raspberry Pi can also be obtained to maximise its usability.   

Furthermore, the Lua script can be modified so that user can write a full script just from the 

Telegram application on the mobile phone. In Lua script, there is os.execute() function that 

allow user to run Linux command directly. Python script can also be executed if configured 

properly. 

Last but not least, the Raspberry Pi could turn into a true stand-alone automation system 

when mobile battery pack or solar panel is attached to it. In addition to that, GSM card slot 

could also be added to make it connectable even without nearby Wi-Fi connection.  
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Appendices 

Raspberry Pi  B+ full specification. 

SoC Broadcom BCM2835 (CPU, GPU, DSP, SDRAM, one USB port)  

CPU 700 MHz single-core ARM1176JZF-S 

GPU 

Broadcom VideoCore IV @ 250 MHz  

OpenGL ES 2.0 (24 GFLOPS) 

MPEG-2 and VC-1 (with license), 1080p30 H.264/MPEG-4 AVC high-

profile decoder and encoder 

Memory 

(SDRAM) 

512 MB (shared with GPU) as of 15 October 2012. Older boards had 

256 MB (shared with GPU) 

USB ports 
4 (via the on-board 5-port USB hub; one USB port internally connected to 

the Ethernet port  

Video 

input 

15-pin MIPI camera interface (CSI) connector, used with the Raspberry Pi 

camera or Raspberry Pi NoIR camera 

Video 

outputs 

HDMI (rev 1.3 & 1.4), 14 HDMI resolutions from 640×350 to 1920×1200 

plus various PAL and NTSC standards, composite video (PAL and NTSC) 

via 3.5 mmTRRS jack shared with audio out 

Audio 

inputs 
As of revision 2 boards via I²S 

Audio Analog via 3.5 mm phone jack; digital via HDMI and, as of revision 2 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_on_a_chip
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broadcom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_processing_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signal_processor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchronous_dynamic_random-access_memory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_processing_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARM11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphics_processing_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VideoCore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenGL_ES
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FLOPS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MPEG-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VC-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1080p
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H.264/MPEG-4_AVC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_Industry_Processor_Interface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Camera_interface
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HDMI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phone_connector_(audio)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2S
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phone_connector_(audio)


outputs boards, I²S 

On-board 

storage 
MicroSD slot 

On-board 

network 

10/100 Mbit/s Ethernet (8P8C) USB adapter on the third/fifth port of the 

USB hub (SMSC lan9514-jzx)  

Low-level 

peripherals 
17× GPIO plus the same specific functions, and HAT ID bus 

Power 

ratings 
600 mA (3.0 W)  

Power 

source 
5 V via MicroUSB or GPIO header 

Size 
85.60 mm × 56.5 mm (3.370 in × 2.224 in), not including protruding 

connectors 

Weight 45 g (1.6 oz) 

Console Micro-USB cable or a serial cable with optional GPIO power connector 

Available 

OS 

Raspbian, Ubuntu Mate, snappy ubuntu core, Windows 10 iot core, 

osmc pi 2 edition, openelec pi 2 edition 

 

 

 

 

 

The content of action.lua script is as follows: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I%C2%B2S
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MicroSD
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mbit/s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethernet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/8P8C
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Purpose_Input/Output
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MicroUSB


function string.starts(String,Start) 

        return string.sub(String,1,string.len(Start))==Start 

end 

function writeVar (var) 

         os.execute("text "..var..">>  /home/pi/misctest/photo/writer.py") 

end 

function on_msg_receive (msg) 

        if msg.out then 

                return 

        end 

        if (msg.text=='Ping') then 

                send_msg (msg.from.print_name,'pong', ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if (msg.text=='Photo') then 

                --send photo 

                --os.execute('/home/pi/misctest/photo/photo.sh') 

                send_photo (msg.from.print_name, '/home/pi/misctest/photo/5.jpg', ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if (msg.text=='Photo2') then 

                --send second photo 

                --os.execute('/home/pi/camera/camera.sh') 

                send_photo (msg.from.print_name, '/home/pi/misctest/photo/6.jpg', ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if (msg.text=='Photocomp') then 



                --compare both photos and send difference percentage 

 

                fp = io.popen("python /home/pi/misctest/photo/ip.py") 

                os.execute("sleep 10") 

                fp:close() 

 

                file = io.open("/home/pi/misctest/photo/text", "r") 

                io.input(file) 

                x=io.read() 

                file.close() 

                send_msg (msg.from.print_name,x, ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if (msg.text=='Send2group') then 

                --send difference percentage to group 

                fp = io.popen("python /home/pi/misctest/photo/ip.py") 

                os.execute("sleep 10") 

                fp.close() 

                file = io.open("/home/pi/misctest/photo/text", "r") 

                io.input(file) 

                x=io.read() 

                file.close() 

                send_msg ("TestIT" , x , ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if(msg.text=="Reboot") then 



                os.execute(grep -v "startx" /etc/rc.local > saverc; mv saverc /etc/rc.local) 

                os.execute("sudo reboot") 

        end 

        if(msg.text=="Reboots") then 

                os.execute(grep -v "startx" /etc/rc.local > saverc; mv saverc /etc/rc.local) 

                os.execute("sudo reboot") 

        end 

        if (msg.text=="Shutdown") then 

                os.execute("sudo shutdown -h now") 

        end 

        if (msg.text=="Update") then 

                os.execute("sudo apt-get update") 

                os.execute("y") 

                send_msg (msg.from.print_name,"pi updated", ok_cb, false) 

        end 

       if (msg.text=="Upgrade") then 

                os.execute("sudo apt-get dist-upgrade") 

                os.execute("y") 

                send_msg (msg.from.print_name,"pi upgraded", ok_cb, false) 

        end 

        if string.starts(msg.text,"!!") then 

                text = string.gsub(msg.text,"!!","") 

                os.execute(text) 

        end 



        if (msg.text=='Network') then 

                fp = io.popen("python /home/pi/misctest/photo/network2.py") 

                os.execute("sleep 2") 

                fp:close() 

                file = io.open("/home/pi/misctest/photo/network", "r") 

                io.input(file) 

                x=io.read("*all") 

                file.close() 

                send_msg (msg.from.print_name , x , ok_cb, false) 

        end 

end 

function ok_cb (extra, success, result) 

end 

function on_our_id (id) 

  our_id = id 

end 

function on_user_update (user, what) 

  --vardump (user) 

end 

function on_chat_update (chat, what) 

  --vardump (chat) 

end 
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